Abstract -Let dnx, be the set of binary n x m arrays in which each row, a n d respectively each column, has the same number of 0's and 1's. We prove t h e lower bound log, lAnxml 2 nm -3(nlog2(2m) + mlog2(2n)) .
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we obtain bounds on the cardinality of dnx,, the set of two-dimensional balanced binary n x m arrays, in which each row, and respectively each column, has the same number of 0's and 1's (n and m are even). It is convenient to express the cardinality of a set C C (0, l ) k in terms of the redundancy of C , defined as k-log, ICI. Thus, the redundancy of d n x m is nm -log, Idnxml, which we denote by p n x m .
The one-dimensional case is, of course, well known. Clearly, the redundancy p, of the set of all balanced binary n-vectors is n -log, ( , , ; , ) .
It is known that (1/2) log,(n?r/Z) 5 pn 5
The two-dimensional case has received little attention. Some upper bounds on pnxm have recently been obtained through coding. An efficient coding algorithm presented in [3] maps arbitrary binary strings into a subset of d n x m with a redundancy of n logz m + m log, n + O(n + m log log n), which is then an upper bound on p n x m . A slightly more computationally complex form of the algorithm encodes into a subset with a smaller redundancy of ;(n log, m) + m log, n + O(n + m log log n) . 
MOTIVATION
The computation of the redundancy of two-dimensional balanced arrays can be relevant to the following coding application. In currently-available magnetic and optical memory devices, data is recorded along tracks, thus treating the recording device as one-dimensional. Recent proposals for the design of optical storage-in particular holographic memory-try to take advantage of the fact that the recording device is twodimensional (or even three-dimensional), thereby increasing the recording density [4], [5]. The new approach, however, introduces new types of constraints on the data-those constraints now become multi-dimensional in nature, rather than one-dimensional. Experiments reported on holographic memory, and experience gathered in other existing optical devices, suggest that 0's and 1's in the recorded data need to be bal- Lemma 2 is used to bound from below the conditional probability that a column is balanced given that all columns to the left and all rows are balanced.
Proposition 3 The inner bound in Proposition 1 is tight up to an additive term O(n + log m).
The proof of Proposition 3 is obtained by considering U,(w), the set of binary n x m arrays with balanced columns and row sums equal to w = (MI,. . . ,ut,). Let T~~~ be the largest redundancy of any set U,(w) with Iwi -(m/Z)l 5 LfiJ for all 1 5 i 5 n. By a series of lemmas we show that rnxm 2 np, + mp, -O(1ogm + logn) and pnxm = r n x m -O(n).
